Michel Gondry and Charlie Kaufman’s 2004 production of Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind portrays two people who volunteer to erase each other from their memories after a bad fight. While the particular way in which the film depicts the memory erasure procedure does not exist, neurologists have been experimenting with an effective chemically based memory erasure process since 2006. Many other recent films play with the concept of memory erasure and loss, such as Memento, Minority Report, 50 First Dates, The Butterfly Effect, and more. ¹ A fascination of the brain and mind and a desire to control them has leaked into modern popular culture, and science reflects the trend. Just because we possess the ability to manipulate memory and possibly cure many psychoses, however, does not mean that we should do so. Personal identity theory expressed by John Locke and David Shoemaker equate memory on a fundamental level with identity. As today’s younger generations erase their memories – be it with kinase inhibitors, vodka or reality television – they also erase who they are.
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and undermine the relevance of human rights and moral responsibility. All forms of memory erasure, but especially institutionalized kinase blocking procedures, should remain a last resort alongside surgery for extreme cases of psychosis which hinder an individual’s opportunity to live a meaningful life. Each memory erasure, after all, signifies a mini psychological lobotomy of personal identity.

Generally, laymen think of the memory as a filing system with memories and facts which we store away. Neurologists believe that, in humans, this procedure could target specific memories and hide that memory away in the folder of painful experiences, pull up the Spanish vocabulary files, keep that phone number readily accessible in the top drawer. The actual memory works nothing like this. As we have experiences and learn new things, we form a memory in our minds with a protein called CaMKII (Calmodulin-Dependent Protein Kinase II) (or just kinase, for short). Kinase presence forms proportionally to Long-term Potentiation (LTP), which indicates the creation of a memory. This forms synaptic connections between the brain’s different networks of neurons, the underlying mechanism of memory storage. Each time we remember something, this process happens again — that is, we recreate the experience or knowledge with the kinase protein and reform the neural connections in our brains.

Medical memory erasure procedures work by blocking the formation of kinase with a chemical inhibitor while recalling — and therefore attempting to recreate — a memory. A group of scientists from the Universidad de Chile and Brandeis University studied the effects of using a kinase blocking compound which they call CaMKIIInite on rats while engaging them in learning activities. CaMKIIInite effectively blocked LTP in both potentiated (already neurologically connected) and naive (not yet connected) pathways. This means that blocking kinase can both prevent new memory formation and degrade already formed memories. The mice could not achieve a full recovery even when all traces of the CaMKIIInite had left their systems. The study concluded that kinase “inhibition in the hippocampus leads to erasure of memory,” Todd C. Sacktor of the State University of New York also studied kinase inhibition and concluded that the procedure does not damage the brain or prevent new memories from forming.6 If performed repeatedly, kinase inhibition can effectively expunge a memory from the brain.7 Neurologists believe that, in human, this procedure could target specific experiences, leaving the rest of the brain completely unharmed.8 Kinase inhibition could be the next advance in psychotherapy, as psychologists could potentially use it to ease trauma, depression, anxiety, extreme aggression, and a variety of other disorders. The scientific literature surrounding kinase inhibition research hints at its therapeutic benefits.9 We should also imagine the arguments that could spring from this new technology for erasing memories of serial killers in hopes of reforming their behavior. Kinase inhibition therapy could make our society safer.

As autonomous persons with control over our own bodies, we should have free access to any procedure which might ease our suffering. Of course, decisions regarding the morality and legality of kinase inhibition therapy are not this simple. An argument for the legalization of heroin might echo this logic. With the capability of event specific memory erasure, as with narcotics, we bear the responsibility to analyze its implications in terms of who should have access to memory erasure, in what cases, and at what cost. This kinase inhibition procedure would likely scare the living daylights out of John Locke, David Shoemaker, and the numerous other philosophers who for centuries have considered memory as an essential part of personal identity. The idea that memory plays a role in identity extends thousands of years into history. For example, Plotinus, a 3rd century philosopher, whose ideas preceded Locke’s, believed that the human soul comprises of knowledge and experiences which develop a unity of consciousness.10 Two hundred years later, Augustine granted memory exclusive determination of self when he exclaimed, “What a great faculty memory is, how awesome a mystery! It is the mind, and this is nothing other than my very self.”11 Identity theory morphed through the rise and fall of religion and paradigm, but memory remained a popular theme throughout.

John Locke’s ideas connected memory with the concept of personal identity and ethical responsibility in the late 17th century. Locke attributed moral agency to a “self-reflective consciousness” that extends throughout the duration of an individual’s life.12 A “self” results from the unification of a person over time by memory.13 So a middle-aged man and his former child self do not form separate entities, but only one identity because of the continuity of their experiences. Locke’s claims imply that “one is justifiably held accountable only for those actions performed by a self to whom one’s present consciousness extends, i.e., it is only for those actions I remember performing that I can justifiably be held morally responsible.”14 Without some sort of experiential coherence moral responsibility would not exist; a human’s biology and psychology undergo vast changes throughout their lives and only a unified
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consciousness, that is relational memories, maintains identity.

David Shoemaker tests and expands on Locke’s ideas, sufficiently defending them to classic critiques. Shoemaker’s arguments that Locke’s assumptions that “survival consists in identity” and “moral responsibility conceptually requires personal identity” stand up to attacks on their relevance, extremism, and minimalism, and come to the conclusion that Locke’s ideas provide a stable basis for normative ethics. As far as he can, Shoemaker develops potential criticisms of Locke and attempts to respond to them. As Shoemaker discovers, because Locke’s concepts provide solutions to practical concerns, they must pertain to the realm of moral theory and belong in a minimalist approach to ethics.15 Shoemaker suggests a graduated way of looking at identity cohesion as people lose their older memories over time as a way of softening Locke’s rigid understanding of memory cohesion.16 Because he can respond to fully articulated complaints about Locke’s ideas, Shoemaker concludes that “survival consists in identity” and “morality is a fu...
we cannot begin to understand the full repercussions of memory erasure on personal identity with current research. Although not physically invasive, kinase inhibition affects the brain as permanently and with just as much risk as psychosurgery. Walter Glannon points out that science still does not know just “how all of the different systems of the brain interact… nor how intervening in these systems can affect the beliefs, desires, intentions, and emotions that constitute the human mind.”

In altering one part of the brain we may well cripple others. Until we know much more about how a particular memory may connect to other memories, to emotions, and to behavior, we might as well perform kinase inhibition as poke sticks through our foreheads and swing them back and forth the way Walter Freeman did in the mid 1900’s when performing lobotomies.

Kinase inhibition therapy costs, at minimum, minute portion of our identities, our autonomy, our rights and responsibilities, and potentially much more. The more common memory erasure procedures become, the less people have a grasp on the current paradigm of identity, and so the less human rights and responsibilities apply to everyone.

Psychiatrists and neurologists still use psychosurgery as a last resort treatment for dysfunctional individuals. Glannon insists that individuals may not consent to a procedure which may alter their personalities and erase their memories and so must have the support of a surrogate acting in their best interests to consent for them. As Locke stipulates that survival consists in identity, erasing or severely altering identity indicates the death of that identity. As patients may not consent to suicide, they may not consent to psychosurgery. Forcing therapeutic psychosurgery on deviant individuals therefore falls out of the bounds of moral limits. A forced lobotomy or memory erasure is tantamount to murder.

Glannon justifies using psychosurgery and memory erasure in severe cases. He rationalizes that “when a neuropsychiatric disorder is so severe that it interferes with a person’s ability to have a normal life, the potential benefits of psychosurgery appear to outweigh the risks.” The parameters of a “normal life” remain vague, however. Charles W. Lidz and Lisa S. Parker discuss the relationship between suffering and identity, authenticity and meaning, in developing who should receive therapy for their psychoses.

Discuss the relationship between suffering and identity, authenticity and meaning, in developing who should receive therapy for their psychoses and who should not. Suffering, they consider, often forms an essential part of a person’s ‘authentic nature.’ As many individuals grow older, they lose their loved ones and their physical capabilities. Modern medicine could alleviate this suffering by erasing the incidences of their loved ones’ deaths. Lidz and Parker argue against this treatment, by claiming that “to deny the reality of this loss or to medicalize it is to deny his [a patient’s] commitments and his identity.” The goal of psychotherapy should not be to alleviate suffering but “to restore autonomy as authenticity.” Psychiatrists can do this by subscribing to a commitment-to-self policy. For example, when a loved one dies, an individual will suffer, but they will not undergo an essential change in identity; actually, they fulfill a commitment to their relationship to mourn that individual rather than to forget them. The meaning behind the suffering makes it endurable.

Glannon justifies using psychosurgery and memory erasure in severe cases. He rationalizes that “when a neuropsychiatric disorder is so severe that it interferes with a person’s ability to have a normal life, the potential benefits of psychosurgery appear to outweigh the risks.”

The cost of memory erasure – some piece of our identities, autonomy, rights and responsibilities – is too great to take any but a strict interpretation of which cases and situations pose a great enough threat to personal autonomy to warrant kinase inhibition therapy. Obviously, vanity cases such as the lovers’ quarrel in Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind should not qualify for memory erasure. Criminals should never erase their transgressions because they would no longer hold moral responsibility for them under Locke’s system. A few examples however, such as some rape victims and former prisoners of war, may benefit from memory erasure as a psychotherapy in spite of its possibly devastating effects on identity. In a rape case in which the victim suffers severe trauma to the point he/she cannot emotionally function, in which psychiatrists have exhausted all other methods of therapy and can detect a definite deterioration of the victim’s autonomy to anxiety caused by trauma, erasing the incident of the rape could allow the victim to reclaim his/her life and his identity. Trauma can result in positive behavior; a rape victim may teach his friends to carry mace and take self-defense classes in order to prevent another occurrence. In a patient who cannot cognitively function because of the extremity of his trauma, no benefit will arise, and so although he loses an incredibly constructive part of his experiences, he will at least be able to enjoy the benefits of his other experiences once more.

 Likewise, a former prisoner of war who suffered torture and humiliation should qualify for memory erasure if he/she fits the same circumstances: loss of autonomy, failure of other treatments, and detriment to her identity because of the trauma. This individual might act differently in the future because of her experience; for example, she might vote against allowing emergency powers in times of war that remove the rights of prisoners in her own country’s camps. If she loses her experience as a POW, however, she may lose her identity. Although kinase inhibition in her case would definitely alter the values and beliefs intrinsic to her identity, she could at least practice some expression of identity. These patients should
receive treatment not because they suffer but because they no longer possess autonomy over themselves and can therefore no longer wield any sort of identity. The identity loss they will suffer as a result of kinase inhibition actually improves the situation of those whose experiences prevent them from forming any identity outside of their psychosis. Psychiatrists should only use memory erasure as a last resort preferable to lobotomy only in that kinase inhibition does not physically invade the brain. Although we do not yet see kinase inhibition procedures often, we do see other forms of memory erasure all the time. Stephen Bertman specifically cites a condition which he calls “Self-induced Oblivion” – that is, “seeking temporary oblivion in a bottle,” or chronic alcoholism.36 Much like kinase inhibition, repeated episodes of alcohol-induced memory loss can result in permanent brain damage. Each time someone drinks so much she can’t remember what she did the night before, she loses memories, disconnects pathways in the brain, and undermines her identity. If an individual drinks to alleviate a specific experience, his repeated reaction to obliterate that memory with alcohol will ultimately result in confusion, disorientation and finally permanent memory loss.37 Alcoholism mirrors kinase inhibition in method and consequence, except that in the extreme cases where kinase inhibition could actually benefit a patient, alcohol would not restore their autonomy. Alcoholics undergo extreme changes in personality and future goals as they become addicted. Alcohol abuse therefore can only create brain damage and memory loss without hope for repair,38 and therefore undermines an individual’s identity. College as a society promotes universal human rights and yet participates in a culture which promotes binging till black-out. Students, when they repeatedly mess up their minds with alcohol, forfeit the lofty ideals which education pursues.

**Evaluating portrayals of memory erasure in pop-culture can give us clues as to common social attitudes regarding such procedures as kinase inhibition therapy.** Although Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind refrains from explicitly commenting on the moral implications of the memory erasure procedure which it depicts, Mary quotes a few verses of Alexander Pope in the film that frame the movie conceptually and place its plot in the context of a discussion of memory and identity. Mary reads:

> How happy is the blameless vessel's lot! The world forgetting, by the world forgot How happy is the blameless vessel's lot!

The world forgetting, by the world forgot How happy is the blameless vessel's lot!

Each pray'r accepted, and each wish resign'd.

> Although Alexander Pope seems to celebrate his forgetful subject through exclamatory punctuation, these lines come across as more melancholy than joyful. The exclamatory phrases feel more like cries of desperation than of actual happiness. Pope creates this melancholic tone by coupling his supposedly jubilant phrases with connotatively depressing language. The first phrase rhymes the vessel’s “lot” with a reminder that they have “forgot” and been forgotten by the world, and so live in complete isolation. The lighthearted, innocent sunshine imagery of the vessel’s “mind” Pope couples with “resign’d” to remind his reader that the vessel sacrifices his or her dreams when they trade their experiences for mental purity because they lose any reference for future identity. Pope agrees with Locke in that an individual without memory is “blameless” – they have no responsibility but also no rights, which reinforces their isolation and articulates another possible meaning of “each pray’r accepted, and each wish resign’d.” Most poignantly in this passage, Alexander Pope never gives his subject a name or even refers to them as a person. Instead, they have become simply an empty “vessel,” which carried an identity before they sacrificed it alongside their memories. Throughout the film, Gondry juxtaposes the image of Joel, undergoing the memory erasure procedure, with Mary and Stan “fooling around” with alcohol, marijuana and each other.39 By including this passage in his film, Gondry casts the situation and the topic of memory erasure in a melancholic light; the characters of Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind achieve peace, but at the price of their identities.

With pseudo-lobotomies potentially entering the market in the form of the kinase inhibition therapy we must consider the damage memory erasure inflicts on personal identity and how that undermines the rights and responsibilities of humanity. The kinase inhibition procedure blocks memory reformation and can effectively erase them from the mind; as the prevalent personal identity paradigm correlates identity with a person’s coherence of experiences, erasing memories weakens personal identity. The danger of sacrificing personal identity lies in that human responsibility and accountability to one another relies on the concept of personhood and identity. Therefore psychiatrists should only resort to kinase memory erasure in extremely severe cases, where leaving the patient untreated would result in an even greater loss of autonomous identity. Reckless use of mind erasure – like the common reckless use of alcohol - will destroy people’s memories, identity and place in society, leaving them effectively lobotomized. ♦
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